How heard speech is transformed into words in the brain remains poorly understood. New research reveals signals in auditory cortex that reflect predictions the brain makes in transforming phonetic information into words.
''Magnetoencephalography!'' In our daily lives we routinely hear complicated words and take for granted our ability to instantly decipher them. The ease by which we accomplish this feat belies the remarkable computational challenge that has been solved by our brains. First, our brains have developed to accommodate the considerable diversity amongst speakers. Whether the speaker is young or old, from the North or South, male or female, or Darth Vader or Mickey Mouse, the same word is never said in precisely the same way twice. Our brains appear to handle this variability by categorizing acoustic patterns for different speakers into a flow of basic speech units that are common to all people. These are phonemes and syllables. In parallel, words must be identified from the rapidly arriving stream of phonemes. Consider that on hearing the first /m/ in ''magnetoencephalography'' we know with very little certainty what the word will turn out to be. Approximately 2.4% of words begin with /m/, and of these ''magnetoencephalography'' is a rarity. Given this, the arrival of the vowel sound /oʊ/ (o) and then /n/ both come as unexpected and bring critical new information. The list of competing words can be cut down dramatically, such that ''magnetoencephalography'' is now a likely candidate ( Figure 1 ).
In the past, neuroscience research has identified brain signals associated with speech sounds and phonetic features [1, 2] . And beyond that, much work has focused on brain signals reflecting the processing of words and their meaning [3, 4] . But little has previously been known of what the brain is doing in this intermediary transition phase between phonemes and words, especially in the context of continuous, narrative speech. One idea is that the brain might manage the conversion of speech to words in a fashion reminiscent of predictive text messaging. Predictive messaging speeds up communication by building expectations of the intended word and pruning down options as new input becomes available. New research by Brodbeck et al. [5] , reported in this issue of Current Biology, suggests that the brain does something similar.
Convergent evidence, particularly from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies (for example [6] ), indicates that the conversion of acoustic input to categorical language comprehension is hierarchically organised, with different levels and associated regions of the brain specialised for particular aspects of speech processing [7, 8] . For example, the posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) is believed to encode fundamental spectrotemporal acoustic features of speech [9] , whereas the posterior superior temporal sulcus (STS) is thought to be involved in processing of the basic sound units of words known as phonemes [8] . There is still much debate, however, over the nature of interactions between these different hierarchical levels. Some argue that phonological, lexical or semantic information feeds back to affect processing at earlier and lower levels [10, 11] , whereas others advocate for a processing stream that is purely feedforward [12] . Generally, it is widely acknowledged that our brains do benefit from context when processing information. And in the context of language, it has been argued that listeners can use their internal representation of context to predictively facilitate the processing of new words at various other levels of representation [13] [14] [15] . However, the neurophysiology of any such predictive effects remains incompletely understood -particularly for effects within words and in the context of natural, continuous speech. This is the question that Brodbeck et al. [5] investigated in their new study. To tackle it, they recorded magnetoencephalography (aha!) from participants as they listened to excerpts from a book by Charles Dickens. They then used a modelling approach to quantify how different features of the speech impacted upon the recorded neural activity. These features included acoustic information about the speech signal. But, importantly, they also included measures of how likely certain words and phonemes were given the preceding speech. The big idea was to test if the inclusion of such lexical and sub-lexical -word and sub-word -features resulted in a better model of some of the recorded brain activity. Amongst the features used were so-called 'phoneme surprisal' and 'cohort entropy'. Phoneme surprisal is a measure of how unexpected a given phoneme is, taking into account the previous phonemes uttered and how frequently the word is used. The /n/ in ''brain'', for example is likely to have a lower surprisal (be more probable) than the /l/ in ''braille''. Cohort entropy is a measure of the uncertainty about the remaining word possibilities when each phoneme is revealed. All phonemes in the narrative were labelled with these values of surprisal and cohort entropy and the resulting vectors were included as inputs when trying to model the brain activity (Figure1).
The results showed incremental activation along the speech processing As one hears the early part of a word, for example ''magnetoencephalography'', the brain may rapidly predict what sound (phoneme) is most likely to occur next and what the word will ultimately be. But neurophysiological evidence for such predictive processing has been lacking. Brodbeck et al. [5] quantified probabilities related to phonemes and words in continuous speech and showed that these probabilities were reflected in the brain activity of listeners.
hierarchy that began with acoustic processing, which interacted with expectations for certain phonemes, which, in turn, constrained what words were actually likely to be heard. Importantly, this happened very rapidly after each phoneme became available, within a timeframe of only 130 ms. This activation was lateralized to the left hemisphere of the brain and seen predominantly in the superior temporal gyrus. Thus, the study provides strong evidence for probabilistically driven activation of phonemes and words, indicating that high-level predictions based on context affect the early processing of low-level features in the brain.
Brodbeck et al. [5] made a number of other important observations. For example, they found that, when modeling the brain activity, it was also important to include information about when the individual words occurred. This helped them account for neurophysiological responses reflecting the categorizing of acoustic speech into words, and, accordingly, left them more confidently able to interpret the results based on their sub-lexical features (phoneme surprisal and cohort entropy). Finally, they used the same modelling approach on a separate dataset in which participants listened to two concurrent speakers and attended to only one -the so-called cocktail party phenomenon. The results from that analysis suggested that acoustic information is processed by the brain for both attended and unattended speech, but that lexical processing only occurs for attended speech. This adds important insight to a debate that goes back many decades regarding the extent to which unattended speech is processed [16] [17] [18] . Anecdotally, the idea is that, even when one is deep in conversation at the dinner table, one might hear one's own name being called from across the restaurant. However, the results from Brodbeck et al. [5] suggest that unattended words are not recognized by the brain.
Whilst Brodbeck et al. [5] and other recent studies have shed new light on the neurophysiological dynamics involved in processing continuous narrative speech [1, 2, 19] and isolated words [20] , much remains to be understood. Many of the most exciting future questions surround how the brain integrates context into its ongoing linguistic computations [13] . In the model of Brodbeck et al. [5] , the current cohort of candidate words is constrained only by the sequence of phonemes appearing after the last word. However, contextual information operating at multiple levels could dramatically influence the cohort of words and their respective likelihoods. For instance, syntactic context would render ''magnetoencephalography'' as an invalid candidate word if a verb is expected. Past discourse would make ''magnetoencephalography'' particularly unlikely in a news report on football results. Such context need not be linguistic either. Knowledge of who the speaker is as well as the current listening environment could also be critical: A musician in a concert hall is less likely to be discussing brain scanning than a professor in a neuroscience institute. More generally, historical knowledge would rule out magnetoencephalography as appearing at any point within a Dicken's novel! Nevertheless, however unlikely ''magnetoencephalography'' is to appear in any sentence, we have great expectations for its continued role in shaping scientific understanding of how language is processed in the brain.
